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Introduction: The seawall running throughout Aurora is an excellent example of a “cultural landscape,” as follows: “a landscape that 
evolved through use by the people whose activities or occupancy shaped that landscape. Through social or cultural attitudes of an 
individual, family or a community, the landscape reflects the physical, biological, and cultural character of those everyday lives.” The 
following will explain each of these points.

(from Preservation Brief #36, “Protecting Cultural Landscapes.”)

History of the Sea Wall: Why? 

A sea wall reflects the physical characteristics of the environment of the east side of Cayuga Lake, where the prevailing winds are from 
the west and the fetch is at the lake’s widest point. These call for a way to reduce wave damage. 
A sea wall reflects the cultural features of this community’s people: their origin, skills, vocations and avocations.

Photo: winter wave action.  1920-1940, possibly by Dr. Burlington. 



When and Who?

Sections of the sea wall correlate highly with key eras in Aurora’s 19th Century history.

Settlement to 1850: Built by merchants. Likely example: wall behind Christopher Morgan House (311 
Main), extending to north. To south, behind the store (where St. Patrick’s is now), a less formal construction 
style. (These will be shown to be related in several ways.) In both cases, this construction could be planned 
by any householder and carried out by him with optional hired labor. Styles will be those of New England 
dry-laid stone wall types, which derive from the British Isles.
  
Reference: 1805 map; main landing/business district at Dublin Lane. Walls in this area would probably represent the era, as confirmed by 
comparison with house foundations of buildings with known dates of construction. 
Reference: Sea wall behind C. B. Morgan, house ca. 1810)

Increasing construction of frame houses that included businesses took place mostly north from this point; the 
use of dressed limestone implies the presence of specialist stonemasons, most of whom were Irish.  The choice 
between the simpler “householder” style and dressed stone depended on the owner’s resources.



1850s-1860s 
Wealth allowed more elegant construction, both functional 
and aesthetic as a setting for extensive gardens. 
Example: large limestone block construction starting at 
Leddra Wood House, (425 Main) and going north 
throughout the properties owned by E. B. Morgan (EBM 
House, “Rowland House,” Peter House). This type of wall 
required skilled stonemason(s) and crew: Henry Menzie 
followed by Martin Maloney.
 
References: Knickerbocker Magazine, 1850, description of 
Aurora:

“There are sea-walls constructed of stones so 
ponderous as to seem as if they would defy the storm, 
and against which the waves break in the gale in ever-
changing forms of beauty; and on these walls are 
pleasant promenades, from whence all the fairest 
features of the view are best seen.” 
(author not identified, but through known relationships and dates of travel likely to 
have been Washington Irving.)

Martin Maloney ledger, 1858:
“E. B. Morgan June 21, 1858-Sept. 10, 1858  Circular wall 
on Lake Shore.  Rented a house from Henry Morgan, April 
17, 1858”

  
 Photos: stereo photo ca. 1865, upper right, E. B. Morgan, Henry A. Morgan, N. 
Lansing Zabriskie in E. B. Morgan’s garden. Sea wall in rear.
 Lower right: contemporary views



1872- 1970: The Railroad

The railroad created a need to 
extend the seawall beyond the 
houses, south and north, as 
well as to some places within 
the Village. 

Heavy equipment (steam 
engines) as well as horses 
would be used in its 
construction, so large boulders 
could be placed with less 
effort to provide for stability. 

Reference: Compare 1859 map with 
1875 map. Continued next page. 
Photographs, postcards.



The Railroad 
Era, continued

Map, 1904. 

Area behind the 
Inn and Bank; ca. 
1880.

Postcard, 
1905-1910; sea 
wall of stepped 
blocks

Postcard, 
1905-1910; Wells 
College students, 
just south of 
Boathouse



What kind of wall?
Despite a superficial similarity, a sea wall is not a retaining wall. A sea wall is built so as to withstand the force of water 
on one side, allowing drainage and preventing erosion. A retaining wall is built so as to withstand the pressure of soil on 
the higher side. This is presented in further detail in a wall classification system from the University of Connecticut, 
https://stonewall.uconn.edu/investigation/classification/toward-a-stone-wall-taxonomy/classes-within-the-stone-
domain/stone-walls/# (note: university websites are considered authoritative sources). 

In this classification, both retaining walls and sea walls belong to the family of Flanking Walls, walls flanking a slope. 
What distinguishes the sea wall type from the retaining wall type is that the sea wall is an “Armoring” wall: “here, the 
goal is to protect the land from erosion, rather than hold back earth, though both functions were often served.” This type 
of wall is divided into two subtypes: “Placed” and “Built.” 

Subtype “Placed” is sometimes called “rip rap.” “To resist erosion, the stones are usually large, and either dumped or set 
into place....Protection derives from the size of the stones.” This is exactly the type of sea wall built for the railroad, and 
also by less wealthy or skilled householders.

Subtype “Built.” “the other common subtype is the facing wall, built to provide a regular, resistant face against the force 
of erosion.” This is exactly the type of sea wall occurring throughout Aurora that is characterized by minimally-dressed 
block and fieldstone or ornate dressed limestone block construction. 

(Side note: there is a further distinction implicit in Aurora’s zoning law that requires consideration of context. 
“Retaining walls,” when grouped with driveways, fences, and parking areas of fewer than four vehicles, clearly indicate 
amenities of a single property, and in our area, are almost invariably low garden features. In contrast, Sect. 702.A 
groups “walls” with “buildings, structures, outbuildings, permanent fencing, steps, topographical features, earthworks, 
landmark trees, paving and signs.” Several of these structures are extensive, all are plainly obvious from a public way 
and intended to be permanent, and are essential to the Secretary of the Interior’s definition of Setting, specifically its 
quality of Integrity.) 



How does the sea wall exhibit features of a cultural landscape?

Review the definition of “cultural landscape,” with special attention to italicized points: “a landscape that evolved through use 
by the people whose activities or occupancy shaped that landscape. Through social or cultural attitudes of an individual, family 
or a community, the landscape reflects the physical, biological, and cultural character of those everyday lives.”

Although the sea wall along its course exhibits two different styles of “armoring walls” (“placed” and “built”), these exhibit key 
features of continuity:
 - Use of local stone (reflects physical environment)
 - Horizontally laid or placed according to traditional practices of the craft (reflects cultural history)
 - Dry laid; no mortar (facilitates wave drainage; reflects physical environment and cultural knowledge)

The sea wall’s evolution through use (specifically, its extension to meet the needs of the Cayuga Lake Railroad) created a new 
unifying feature, a “commons” suited to a linear village. The “commons” is a strong cultural attitude in the Northeast, influenced 
by the British concept and practice of a common area shared by the community. As its lakeside location makes Aurora a linear 
village (see maps), the community adopted the railroad as a “commons.” This use extended beyond the railroad era and is 
formally preserved in three Village Access Points and the Village Park, as well as extensive accessible spaces provided by Wells 
College, St. Patrick’s Church, The United Ministry, and the Inns of Aurora. This “commons” was and remains intimately 
connected to the “public way” of Cayuga Lake.

Photos: left, postcard 1905-1910; fishermen on the tracks; right, vista to north from Dublin Lane Access Point



Unifying features of the cultural landscape

These features are now treated in more detail:
- Use of local stone (reflects physical environment)
 Material for the sea wall is locally abundant. Large blocks of limestone came from several quarries in Union Springs but 
also, along with other locally-occurring sedimentary rocks (such as Oriskany sandstone), are still found in abundance on the 
lakeshore as likely glacial deposits. Granite is not quarried here, but occurs sporadically as glacial erratics. Sometimes the sea 
wall builders could use a large stone that was already in a convenient place as a footer. Other large boulders of various shapes 
were allowed to remain in place, forming a partial natural breakwater.  In addition, “fieldstone” (rocks of convenient size) was 
and remains abundant. Much of it needed little shaping, which could be done with hand tools.

The horizontal orientation of both quarried stones and most of the flat stones that could easily be gathered on and near the 
shore determine the construction and appearance of the built wall (next page), and to a lesser degree the placed wall.

Photos: Limestone quarries in Union Springs; USGS Bulletin (left) and Harris, The Geology of Union Springs (1905), right.



Cultural history features of the landscape

Sections of sea wall frequently show these cultural features: 
- Horizontally laid as a double wall according to traditional practices of the craft (reflects cultural history)
- Dry laid; no mortar (facilitates wave drainage; reflects physical environment and cultural knowledge)

Dry laid double walls are the historic and very characteristic method of both Aurora’s early settlers (most of whom came from 
Connecticut and Massachusetts) and of Irish stonemasons, immigrants to Aurora in the 1830s and onwards. 

The method, in brief, is: larger stones on the bottom; double wall construction, slanted toward the center; spaces between 
stones and between front and back are filled in with smaller stones; occasional use of “through stones” when available; capped 
with flat stones. For further explanation, see the short videos “How to Build a New England Fieldstone Wall by David 
Croteau,” https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=N5HcCrCJg0s  and “Wall building advice from stonemason Michael Fearnhead,” 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mtQChQXKrkA .

Examples may be seen on p. 2. Examples of an ornate single sea wall of very large dressed limestone, also horizontally laid, 
on p. 3. “Placed” walls also have the larger boulders on the bottom, with several layers of placed or dumped fieldstone for 
stability. Dry-laid construction is important to let water that overtops the wall drain out quickly with minimal erosion.

Although double wall construction is rarely visible, occasional missing stones allow one to see the wall behind the face, as in 
these two photos from behind C. B. Morgan House (311 Main); the third photo is of a deteriorated wall section behind the 
United Ministry, viewed from above to show large parallel stones with a cobble and some smaller stones between them.



Conclusion, Postscript, and Summary

Conclusion: After the railroad (by then a freight-only branch of the Lehigh Valley) closed this line, one reason to maintain the sea wall, 
especially at the south end of the Village, no longer existed. When later the land ceased to be a public right-of-way and became private 
property, maintenance of the sea wall, like its construction, fell to individual property owners and depended on their resources.

However, the former presence of a lakeside railroad remains visible (bridge abutments, the station, and vistas along the former rail bed). In 
the same way, the sea wall viewed from the lake correlates with developments in population, transportation, and economy that are easily 
traced on maps, as seen in the ones included here. Large sections of the sea wall, both placed and built, retain historic forms characteristic of 
their origin. The sea wall, therefore, is a unifying feature of the Historic District of the Village of Aurora/Wells College and a cultural 
landscape in its own right. 

Postscript: This survey has focused on the recorded and documented history of the settlement era, that is, 1789 onwards. Of course, a long 
history of human habitation in Aurora preceded Euro-American settlement. A 10,000-year-old hearth site was discovered  a few years ago 
on the lakeshore not far from United Ministry. Others likely exist close to the lake as well, and decisions should take into account the 
possibility of their presence.

Summary: The concept of a “cultural landscape” defines an Historic District. It will also be seen to be especially clearly expressed in the sea 
wall along the lake shore, which brings together the physical environment and the cultural history of Aurora. 

The sea wall illustrates three key eras in the nineteenth century are reviewed, with examples from each: the settlement era (1789-1850); the 
era of increasing wealth and aesthetic appreciation of Aurora’s situation in the 1850s and 60s; and the railroad era, 1872. 

The sea wall, which in Aurora shows two primary construction methods (subtypes “placed” and “built”), is differentiated from a retaining 
wall, based on functional considerations and also context. Common unifying features are 
 - Use of local stone (reflects physical environment)
   - Horizontally laid or placed according to traditional practices of the craft (reflects cultural history)
   - Dry laid; no mortar (facilitates wave drainage; reflects physical environment and cultural knowledge)
Each of these is further explained with reference to local geology and the construction of walls common to the builders’ cultural heritage. 

The sea wall’s evolution through use (specifically, its extension by the railroad) created a new unifying feature, a “commons” suited to a 
linear village. This “commons” is preserved and open to public use along much though not all of its former extent. It remains intimately 
connected to the “public way” of Cayuga Lake, where the sea wall can be seen as a varied but unifying feature of the lakeshore.


